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Lookup Functions
Takes an input of a vector of length = 3 and sees if both indices refer to the same (physical) strain in the bucket table. If true it returns the the first of the two row indices it received otherwise it returns -1.
Same as the triplicate version except takes input of length = 2.
Function to figure out which columns have unique chemistry (unique masses. It takes an input of a column from the bucket table and outputs the row name for that column that has a unique mass in it using lookup functions defined for duplicate and triplicate data. Note about PPMs: parts per million (PPM) is a measure of mass error which is the difference between the exact mass (from the formula of the compound) and the accurate mass (from measured value on the mass spectrometer). This error when divided by the exact mass and mulitplied by 1e6 which gives us PPM. For a given mass 'm', this function finds which masses in 'a' are within 'p' ppm of 'm' and returns the index of each. Both 'x' and 'a' must of the integer type. For a given mass 'x', this funciton subtracts the mass of 1 Sodium atom and 1 electron from it and then finds which masses in 'a' are within 'p' ppm of that. 
Add the row and column names
Note: As before, make sure to comment out the lines specific to the dataset you are evaluating. 
Highest PCs
To figure out which strains stick out in which PCs, we need to sort them by the PC in which they are the highest -essentially mimicking the "scores overview" plot from Bruker's ProfileAnalysis. The second line removes the magnitude of the index values because they are unimportant. All we need to know is which PCs are the highest and in what order. There is an additional step of removing "ix" from the column names. If we apply the Unique masses filter to the bucket table, and then from that, we filter out the columns which are zero, we can get the unique masses for THAT row (strain). Note: the zero filtering step happens later, for now we simply take the masses which are unique to a strain from the bucket table.
Antibase
We read the antibase database and cleanup the column containing exact masses and the compound names. (antibase.exactmass) )] = 0 # Fill in blanks in the 'Names' column antibase$Name[which(antibase$Name == "")] = "NO_NAME" } Excel sheet initialization. The name is the same as the name of the bucket table. Note: this assumes there is no excel sheet of that name in the folder being executed. wb = createWorkbook() saveWorkbook(wb, paste(bucket_table_name, ".xlsx", sep = ""))
Final Program
Takes row number 'r' from the modified bucket table and outputs the unique masses ordered by their euclidean distance on the loadings plot for that strain. Also outputs list of AntiBase matches and non-matches into an Excel spreadsheet based on user set FLAG at the beginning of the script. Note z,d are temporary variables for the loop. if (FLAG == 0) { # Excel sheet preparations wb = loadWorkbook(file = paste(bucket_table_name, ".xlsx", sep = ""))
# make sheet = strain name sheet = createSheet(wb, sheetName = rownames(buckets_unique)[r]) } addDataFrame( x = as.data.frame(zd), sheet = sheet, col.names = T, row.names = F, startRow = 1, startColumn = 6, showNA = F ) saveWorkbook(wb, file = paste(bucket_table_name, ".xlsx", sep = "")) }
